General Features
-

Open-source and open-hardware modular robotic platform specially created for
educational purposes.

-

On-Board programmer compatible with many microcontrollers:
Mega Series
ATmega8xx ATmega48xx ATmega88xx ATmega168xx ATmega328xx
ATmega103xx ATmega128xx ATmega16xx ATmega161xx ATmega162xx
ATmega163xx ATmega164xx ATmega169xx ATmega2560 ATmega2561
ATmega32xx ATmega324xx ATmega329xx ATmega3290xx ATmega64xx
ATmega640 ATmega644xx ATmega649xx ATmega6490xx ATmega85x5
Tiny Series
ATtiny12
ATtiny13x
ATtiny15
ATtiny25
ATtiny26
ATtiny45
ATtiny85
ATtiny2313x
Other Series
AT90S1200 AT90S23x3 AT90S4414 AT90S443x
AT90S85x5
AT90CAN128 AT90PWMx

-

AVR programming that allows us to find huge information and example code for the
microcontrollers.
Compatible with AtmelStudio environment and Avrdudess tool that make it easy to start
programming.
2 Leds connected directly to I/O pins.
1 buzzer connected directly to I/O pins.
Two 7 segment display.
Two Motors with wheels that can be easily used with the PWMs.
One analog inputs that is directly connected to V+ passing through a trimmer.
Two I/O pins that can use as input buttons if the user wants.
5 other I/O pins that can also be used as analog inputs.
Two encoders connected to external interrupt, perfect to check the turns that the
wheels are doing.
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-

Two serial interfaces for establishing a communication, USART and SPI.
Tree way of supplying power to the board: batteries, input voltage plug and USB B
programming connector.
USB B for PC connection.
Self-programmer prepared for Avrdudess tool.
Reset button for the MCU.
1. Buzzer
2. USB B
3. SSCK Jumper
4. Self-Programmer MCU
5. Two buttons
6. I/O or ADC, V+ and GND
7. Encoders
8. Programmer Jumper
9. Input voltage plug
10. Power switcher
11. Trimmer
12. Reset button
13. Button Jumper select
14. 7-Segment display
15. Main MCU
16. Usart
17. SPI
18. Playground area
19. Encoders jumper power
20. Self-Programmer MCU SPI

Jumper information
-

-

(3) SSCK Jumper is used to slow programming. Use this option only in case the target
device main clock is lower than 1.5 MHz. Then SCK is scaled down from 375 kHz to about
8 kHz.
(8) Programmer Jumper is needed to establish communication between the selfProgrammer and the MCU that you want to program. It has to be there when you want
to program it.
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-

(13) Button Jumper select must be set in this position if you want to use the buttons, in
the other cases this one's won't work. (photo)
(19) Encoders jumper power let us give power to the encoder, so if you don't put them,
you will save battery but the sensor of the wheels will not work.

Power Switcher
Power can be supply by tree different ways.
-

By the batteries: (Green)
By DC current: (Blue)
Automatically when you plug the USB B (Brown)
Off (Yellow)

When the USB is plugged, the switch should be Off.
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First Steps
1. After installing the drivers and AtmelStudio we proceed to create a new project.
More about installing you can find in material: „Yrobot Installation Guide.pdf“

Or go to File->New->Project
2. In our case we will choose the second option and we will give a name to the project.
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3. Now we will need to select the MCU that is on the board (by default Yrobot comes
with ATmega16A).

4. Now we can start writing projects
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Steps to Write Your Programs
1. The main function will be executed at first and automatically so here is where the
program should be started. This function is not an automatic loop, so you will need to

create your infinite loop.
2. You should check which libraries may you use in your code and add them. For example:
- <avr/io.h>
- <avr/interrupt.h>
- <util/delay.h>
-

<avr/sleep.h>
<avr/wdt.h>

3. For a correct use of the board you have to compare the pins of the MCU with the
schematic of the board. For example:
If you want to use Led7 you need to know that this one is connected to Port
PA7.

4. After knowing which port you need to set, you have to find which register refers this one.
Here is where you need to check the datasheet of the MCU and find the registers
description.
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5. Then you probably will have to initialize some registers that will depends of the feature
you want to use. For example:

6. At the beginning you can start with changing the example codes a little bit.
For example:

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
LED7 .
*
*/

LED_Tutorial.c
Created: 5. 8. 2014 11:13:10
Author: J.L.M.G
Introduction: In this code example, we will configure two register bits for blink

#ifndef F_CPU
#define F_CPU 10000000UL
working with the delay library
#endif
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
#define sbi(x,y) x |= _BV(y)
#define cbi(x,y) x &= ~(_BV(y))
#define tbi(x,y) x ^= _BV(y)

// We define the Frequency of our CPU for

// Main I/O pin library
// Delay library
//set bit - using bitwise OR operator
//clear bit - using bitwise AND operator
//toggle bit - using bitwise XOR operator

void init(void){
DDRA=(1<<PA5);
PORTA=0xFF;
}
int main(void)
{
init();
cbi(PORTA,PA5);
while(1)
{
_delay_ms(1000);
tbi(PORTA,PA5);
}
}
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7. Before burning the .hex file you need to create it.
Build->Build Solution

Your .hex file will be generated in your project folder.
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Burning Your First .hex
1. Open Avrdudess. (More info about configuring Avrdudess as the External tool in
AtmelStudio, you can find in material called: “Yrobot Installation Guide.pdf”.) This can be
done through AtmelStudio or directly in your local files for the “avrdudess.exe”.

2. Set the correct values for the programmer (usbasp), bit rate and MCU.
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You can press the option Detect, and automatically it will detect which MCU you are using.

3. Select in Flash your file .hex and Program!
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4. If everything is all right, you should see something like this.

Warning and Errors
-

Don’t touch the Fuses unless you know how to use them.
This error appears when the programmer jumper is not set:

-

If the program doesn’t detect the board, please check the drivers or the cable.
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